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I found his discussion of political political geography output of the past decade. ideologies and the geographies of power and Taylor’s book is valuable not only for the scales support contained a number of useful insights. of investigation, its approach and context, but The last chapter (6) focuses on political location because we have one of our most productive theory and location. Taylor believes, and rightly so, that political Political geographers need to examine the geographers need such a theoretical context in contemporary world political map in light of which to understand what is happening at inter- theoretical and conceptual schema. While some national (core-periphery) and national (social readers may not agree with the explanations conflict) scales. Our economic and political problems embrace a region whose extent is beyond the Arctic Circle in Alaska, southward to Samoa, and east and west from China and the Philippines to Liberia and Tangier. If our territorial holdings are not so widely distributed as those of Great Britain, our total economic power and commercial relations are no less extensive. It is in the light of these considerations that I have undertaken a complete revision of The New World to conform with the events of the period since 1921, when the first edition appeared. To make room for many additional maps and the discussion of the latest treaty developments, I have omitted the photographs that appeared in the first edition.